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It was his son in front of the mirror. Anastacia was telling a story to all girls and they screamed because of fear
they felt. I had asked so many questions inside my head. The realization may have come too late. But the
scene that really captures my attention is when Dr. This can be seen as a way for readers to understand what
was lost, or see the waste in what they had. This ideology was even more highlighted in the past, where
women were totally deprived of the necessary rights that men had always enjoyed. Yet the May Day Eve can
be seen as a blessing for the both of them. They have a child named Voltaire. At last, Agueda ended up crying.
Maybe I spend an hour working on this. They believed that for they saw each other in the mirror that fated
night that they are bound to be with each other. Now she was dead, perished, that she were at last at peace and
that her body was free from the brutal pranks of the earth from the trap of a May Night, from a snare of
summer. She did what the old woman told to do so. He did what Agueda said that mirror mirror thing but they
stop because they might see the witch. You go to Europe and you come back elegant lords and we poor girls
are too tame to please you," were the hurtful words she hurled at Badoy. It is a pity that he had to regret the
life he had with Agueda, as she did with him. I feel his presence on writing. When Don Badoy Montiya forced
Agueda to marry him, it shows the status of the women during the past. Later on Agueda is seen using a magic
mirror asking who she should wed. Review: Although, the story was good for me. In this light, Badoy in the
story was depicted as a representative of men abusive of their superior status. But as I read it, I realize that this
is all about a Doctor which is Lazaro who is very much dedicated with his profession but have lost his faith in
God and time for his family. But as the honeymoon stage ended, they both felt what was missing, and in turn
grew to hate each other. Now that Agueda was dead, She was free from the brutality of the world and now she
could rest in peace. We must not put our lives in the conviction of fortune tellers and superstitious beliefs
because I believe that half of our fate depends on how we do things and how we value them. The ball had
ended and the guest started leaving the house. My own interest is not in the entire field of speculative fiction
but only in the modern tale, which is descended from the literary fairy tale and the philosophical tale and, in
particular, in modern tales by Filipino women who write in English. Get Essay It accepts more than one reality
and more than one truth. It also shows that youthful love will change and not always remain. What they failed
to realize is that fate is dictated by the people involved. A familiar sense, then he called the ghostly figure in
front the mirror then saw that it was his grandson. It is not anything inevitable, since love cannot be forced,
only given or received. He also started telling his stories about him doing the ritual and said that he saw a
witch. He told him about the witch he saw when he was about his age and was so vain that he wants to see
himself dieing because of drunkenness. While on their way home Dr. I had a hard time realizing this story
until I learned what this really meant. Old Anastasia sent the girls upstairs to sleep. Her whole life was spent
grieving for the situation she can't escape. For a moment he had forgotten that she was dead, that she had
perishedthe poor Agueda; that they were at peace at last, the two of them, her tired body at rest; her broken
body set free at last from the brutal pranks of the earthfrom the trap of a May night; from the snare of summer;
from the terrible silver nets of the moon. It was May, The witches were roaming around.


